Modules

Status
● Open

Name
Modules

Feature name and link

Description
Boxes for content, typically on the left or right of a portal-style site but can be placed anywhere, even in page content, with or without a visual frame. Very useful for navigation and content re-use. **Over 100 built-in modules** are available, and site admins can create their own.

Dev (Bug reports & Feature requests)

Description en français

Descripción en español

Descripció en català

Popular alternatives

Type of feature
Navigation

Setup and admin UI
A

UI end user
A

Stability
B

Feature-set and power
A

Number of permissions
Permissions
Can override global permissions?
Uses wiki syntax
Multilingual
History of changes
Watch item
RSS feeds
Import/export
PluginModule is a plugin that allows modules to be included in Wiki pages.

The user modules section lets the users hide or show available modules of a Tiki site and configure their positions.